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Abstract
Ensuring high reliability and availability of virtualized
NVMe storage systems is crucial for large-scale clouds. However, previous I/O virtualization systems only focus on improving I/O performance and ignore the above challenges.
To this end, we propose Spool, a reliable NVMe virtualization system. Spool has three key advantages: (1) It diagnoses
the device failure type and only replaces the NVMe devices
with actual media errors. Other data link errors are handled
through resetting the device controller, minimizing data loss
due to unnecessary device replacement. (2) It ensures the
consistency and correctness of the data when resetting the
controller and upgrading the storage virtualization system. (3)
It greatly reduces the restart time of the NVMe virtualization
system. The quick restart eliminates complaints from tenants
due to denial-of-service during a system upgrade and failure
recovery. Our evaluation shows that Spool provides reliable
storage services with performance loss smaller than 3%, and
it reduces restart time by 91% when compared with SPDK.

1

Introduction

In large-scale public clouds, the cores and memory are virtualized and shared by multiple tenants. A single physical server
can serve up to 100 virtual machines (VMs) from either the
same or different tenants [41]. On the physical server, VMs
are managed with VM hypervisors, such as VMware [13],
KVM [25], and Xen [14]. The hypervisors are also responsible for handling the interactions between the guest operating
system in the VMs and the host operating system on the
physical server.
Virtualizing I/O devices so that tenants can share them has
attracted the attention of both industry and academia [15, 23,
31,33,40,42]. A guest VM mainly stores and accesses its data
on local devices through the I/O virtualization service with
high throughput and low latency. For instance, the Big Three
of cloud computing (Amazon EC2 I3 series [2], Azure Lsv2
series [3], and Alibaba ECS I2 series [1]) are providing the
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Figure 1: Virtualizing NVMe-based storage system.
next generation of storage optimized instances for workloads
that require high I/O throughput and low latency. These products are driven by local devices that eliminate the long latency
over the network [8]. At the same time, accessing data from
local devices increases the risk of a single point of failure as
the reliability of data is dependent on the reliability of the
host node.
Solid-state drives (SSDs) are often adopted as storage devices due to their high throughput and low latency compared
to those of hard drives. In particular, the recent NVM Express
(NVMe) interface [9] further increases the I/O performance
of SSDs compared with the traditional SATA interface. Mainstream storage virtualization solutions, such as Virtio [29],
support NVMe devices. Because serious performance degradation is observed in I/O virtualization [22], userspace NVMe
driver in QEMU [43], Storage Performance Development
Kit (SPDK) [38], SPDK vhost-NVMe [39], and Mdev [27]
have been proposed to further improve the I/O throughput of
virtualized NVMe devices.
While prior researchers focused on improving the
read/write throughput and reducing the latency of virtualized NVMe devices, they ignored the reliability problem although it is equally important. In large-scale public clouds,
NVMe device failures occur due to heavy use and the need for
NVMe virtualization systems to be upgraded often to add new
features or apply new security patches. Emerging NVMe virtualization systems fail to handle failure recovery and system
upgrades efﬁciently. To better explain this problem, Figure 1
shows an example where multiple tenants share a virtualized
NVMe storage system on a physical node.
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With emerging virtualized storage systems, to ﬁx an NVMe
device failure on a node, the administrator directly replaces
the failed device through either cold-plug or hot-plug. This
failure recovery mechanism results in unnecessary data loss
from the failed NVMe device. The statistics of our inproduction cloud show that only 6% of 300,000 device failures involve media errors that can only be resolved by replacing with a new device. Other device failures are caused by
data link errors that can be resolved by resetting the NVMe device controller. Resetting an NVMe device’s controller would
not result in data loss from the device, and we can perform
the reset operation fast without removing the failed device
(y in Figure 1) and restarting the virtualization system (x in
Figure 1).
The standard procedure for upgrading the virtualized storage system on a node is stopping the daemon process that runs
the system, updating the binary ﬁle, and then initializing the
whole software stack of the virtualization system again [17].
In this period, all the I/O devices on the node are inaccessible
due to the lack of an I/O virtualization system. Our measurement shows that the software initialization procedure already
spends approximately 2.5 s probing all the I/O devices and
SPDK’s Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) [38] (to be
discussed in detail in Section 5). This long downtime hurts
the user experience. A possible solution to reduce the impact
of the upgrade is migrating the VMs (and the corresponding
data) to other nodes [19, 41]. However, live VM migration
is too costly for regular backend updates, especially when
a large amount of backend requires updating, for example,
when applying an urgent security patch.
However, the data written by the Guest VMs may be lost
when resetting the controller or performing the upgrade (z in
Figure 1). The loss happens in the case that the data persisted
in the NVMe device (still in the submit queue) when the
reset operation or the process restart was performed. No prior
work on NVMe virtualization has considered such a reliability
problem.
To resolve the above problems, we propose Spool, a holistic
reliable virtualized NVMe storage system for public clouds
with local disks. Compared with prior NVMe virtualization
systems, Spool has the following key advantages: (1) It diagnoses the device failure type and only replaces the NVMe
devices with actual media errors. Other data link errors are
handled through resetting the controller, minimizing data loss
due to the unnecessary disk replacement. (2) It ensures the
consistency and correctness of the data when resetting the controller and upgrading the virtualization system. (3) It greatly
reduces the restart time of the NVMe virtualization system
to approximately 100 milliseconds. The quick restart eliminates complaints from tenants due to denial-of-service during
system upgrades and failure recovery.
To be more speciﬁc, Spool is comprised of a cross-process
journal for recovery, an isolation-based failure recovery component, and a fast restart component. The cross-process jour-
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Figure 2: Development of the hardware I/O performance.
nal resides in the shared memory and records the data status
from all the VMs. Even if Spool is restarted, the data in the
journal is accessible for the new Spool process. Furthermore,
an instruction merge is proposed to eliminate the inconsistency of the journal with minimal overhead. An “instruction”
is a step within a transaction that updates the journal. The
failure recovery component diagnoses the NVMe device error.
Based on the error code, Spool either isolates and replaces
the devices that have media errors or resets the controller (using the journal for reliability). The restart component records
the runtime data structures of the current Spool process in
the cross-process journal. By reusing the data structures at
the restart for a system upgrade, we signiﬁcantly reduce the
downtime.
To the best of our knowledge, Spool is the ﬁrst holistic
virtualized system that is capable of handling hardware failure
and NVMe virtualization system upgrades reliably. Spool is
currently deployed in an in-production cloud that includes
more than 20,000 physical nodes and 200,000 NVMe-based
SSDs.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• An instruction merge-based reliability mechanism.
The instruction merge eliminates data inconsistent with
the cross-process journal for recovery even if abnormal
exits occur.
• A restart optimization method. The method greatly reduces the downtime of Spool during the upgrade and
enables frequent system upgrades for adding new features and applying patches without affecting the tenants.
• A hardware fault processing mechanism. The mechanism diagnoses the device failure types and only replaces
the NVMe devices with media errors, minimizing data
loss due to unnecessary disk replacement.
Our experimental results show that Spool provides reliable
storage services based on a shared memory journal with less
than 3% performance loss, and it reduces the system restart
time by 91% when compared to SPDK.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we introduce the virtualized NVMe storage
systems and the motivation behind the design of Spool.
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Figure 3: Comparison of NVMe virtualization mechanisms.

2.1

Virtualized NVMe Storage Systems

The performance of an I/O device is impacted by both the storage media and the I/O software stack. As shown in Figure 2,
Samsung NVMe SSD devices based on the latest V-NAND
technology have increased the IOPS to 1.5 million and reduced the latency to 10 microseconds. In this scenario, the traditional SATA (Serial ATA) [34] interface for storage devices
has become the performance bottleneck for such SSDs. Due
to the limitation of the Advanced Host Controller Interface
(AHCI) architectural design, the theoretical data transmission speed of the SATA interface is only 600 MB/s [34]. To
solve the I/O bottleneck brought by the interface, the NVMe
(Non-Volatile Memory Express) protocol [9] is designed and
developed using a PCIe interface instead of SATA. Currently,
NVMe supports deep queues with up to 64K commands to
devices within a single I/O queue [9].
In public clouds, instead of selling raw hardware infrastructure, cloud vendors typically offer virtualized infrastructure as
a service to maximize hardware resource utilization [16, 18].
Virtualization technology has shown its heroism, especially in
the birth of hardware virtualization technology, such as Intel
VT technology, which has greatly expanded the application
scope of virtualization technology. There are three parts to
the realization of virtualization: CPU virtualization, memory
virtualization, and I/O virtualization. Among them, I/O virtualization requires more focus, and its performance directly
determines the performance of the guest VM [22, 30, 32].
There are generally three I/O virtualization mechanisms:
Virtio [29], VFIO [36], and SPDK-based userspace applications [38]. Figure 3 shows a comparison between Virtio,
VFIO, and our SPDK-based design, Spool.
As for Virtio, the frontend exists in a guest OS, while the
backend is implemented in a hypervisor, such as QEMU [12].
The frontend transfers I/O requests to the backend through the
virtqueue, implemented as ring buffers, including available
ring and used ring buffers. Available ring buffers could save
multiple I/O requests driven by the frontend and transfer them
to the backend for batch processing, which can improve the
efﬁciency of information exchange between the client and
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hypervisor. However, a problem remains that each I/O request
passes through the I/O stack twice for guest and host, whereas
in modern storage devices based on NAND ﬂash, the throughput and latency of VMs can only achieve 50% of the native
performance [27].
As for VFIO, VMs directly access an NVMe device
through passthrough, relying on hardware support (e.g., Intel
VT-d). A VM approaches near-native performance on both
latency and throughput with passthrough. However, a single device can only be assigned to one guest client. On the
contrary, a host often runs multiple clients in a virtualized
environment. It is difﬁcult to ensure that each client can get
a directly assigned device. Also, a large number of devices
are allocated to clients independently, increasing the number of hardware devices as well as the cost of the hardware
investment.
The Storage Performance Development Kit (SPDK) provides a set of tools and libraries for writing high-performance,
scalable, user-mode storage applications. The bedrock of
SPDK is a userspace, polled-mode, asynchronous, lockless
NVMe driver [38]. SPDK enables zero-copy, highly parallel
access direct to SSDs from a userspace application. Usermode drivers help improve the stability of the host operating
system because they can only access the address space of the
processes running them, and a buggy implementation does
not cause system-wide problems. Spool is proposed based on
the SPDK NVMe driver but focuses on the reliability of the
virtualized storage system.

2.2

Reliability Problems

All the above I/O virtualization mechanisms ignore the high
availability and reliability problems, although they are equally
important in public clouds. To be more speciﬁc, state-of-theart SPDK-based applications result in unnecessary data loss
and poor availability when dealing with failed NVMe devices
and upgrading applications, respectively.
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Figure 6: Design of Spool.
ple, when applying an urgent security patch, and for storing
optimized instances with local NVMe storage , VM live migration is not even supported by cloud vendors [11]. The only
way for us is to support the live upgrade and eliminate the
downtime as much as possible.
The I/O virtualization system must be restarted to complete
the upgrade. With SPDK, we need to initialize the DPDK
EAL library, probe the NVMe devices, and initialize the internal data structure of SPDK itself. SPDK spends a different
amount of time in the "probe devices" step when resetting the
controllers of different devices. The time required for each
step is shown in Figure 5. As can be observed from this ﬁgure, the service downtime caused by the live upgrade is up to
1,200 ms for Samsung PM963 SSD. For Intel P3600, the total
service downtime will be longer and lasts up to 2,500 ms.
In summary, the long downtime hurts the availability of the
I/O virtualization system.

2.3
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Design Principle of Spool

To resolve the unnecessary data loss and poor availability
problems, we propose Spool, a holistic NVMe virtualization
system. Spool is designed based on three principles:
• It should be able to identify the causes of device failure and adopt different methods to handle each failure.
In this way, Spool eliminates most unnecessary NVMe
device replacement.
• It should be able to optimize the restart procedure during
a live upgrade so that the downtime can be minimized.

Poor Availability

I/O virtualization systems tend to be upgraded frequently to
add new features or apply security patches. When upgrading
an I/O virtualization system, the key requirement is minimizing the I/O service downtime while ensuring the correctness
of the data. There are two methods available to cloud vendors:
VM live migration and live upgrade. Unfortunately, VM live
migration is too costly for regular backend updates, especially
when a large amount of backend requires updating, for exam-
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Unnecessary Data Loss

If an NVMe device failure is detected on the hardware node,
the device is in the failed state. When a device failure occurs on a node, all the VMs on the node are de-allocated and
migrated to a healthy node by a standard procedure [11, 41].
After that, all the data on the failing node are securely erased.
The victim tenants’ data are lost and the tenants must proactively load their data on the new node again. With emerging
virtualized storage systems like SPDK, to ﬁx an NVMe device failure on a node, the administrator directly replaces the
failed device through hot-plug.
The above method results in signiﬁcant unnecessary data
loss because a single NVMe device may store data from multiple tenants, and NVMe devices have higher storage density,
more vulnerable components (e.g., a Flash Translation Layer),
and relatively higher failure rates. To demonstrate this problem in detail, we collected 300,000 NVMe device failures
in our in-production environment. Figure 4 shows the breakdown of device failures. Most of the failures, 36%, are due
to the NVMe controller failure error (NVMEFAILRESET).
BLKUPDATEERR is the block update error. LINKERR is
the PCIe interconnect link error. NAMESPACEERR is the
NVMe device’s namespace error. The pie chart shows that
only 6% of the hardware failures are due to real media errors
(MEDIAERR). Our investigation shows that most failures are
caused by errors in the data link layer (e.g., namespace error,
hardware link error, NVMe reset fail error), and these failures
can be resolved by simply resetting the NVMe controller.
In summary, the current failure recovery method with SPDK
results in signiﬁcant unnecessary data loss.
2.2.2

virtqueue
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IO
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• It should be able to ensure that data access requests from
the guest OS are not lost during a controller reset and
live system upgrade.

3

Methodology of SPOOL

Figure 6 shows the design architecture of Spool, where the
blue components are new relative to SPDK. Based on Spool,
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4

Reliable Cross-Process Journal

In this section, we describe the reliability problem in the Virtio
protocol that virtualizes the NVMe device, and we present
the design of a cross-process journal that improves reliability.
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the NVMe devices on a node are virtualized and organized
into a Storage Pool (hence, “Spool”). The virtualized NVMe
devices are divided into multiple logical volumes that are
managed through the buddy system [28]. The logical volumes
are exposed to the guest OS in the form of block devices.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the guest drivers communicate with
Spool over shared memory. Speciﬁcally, the I/O worker on
the host node polls I/O requests from the vhost virtqueue
of block devices and submits to the corresponding physical
devices. Spool is comprised of a cross-process journal, an
isolation-based failure recovery component, and a fast restart
component. Based on the three components, Spool ensures
high reliability and availability of the storage pool.
The cross-process journal records each I/O request and its
status to avoid data loss. The journal provides data access
across process lifecycles, even if Spool restarts for an upgrade
or exits abnormally. An instruction merge mechanism is proposed to eliminate the possible inconsistency of the journal
itself due to an abnormal exit and to avoid the copy overhead
of atomic operations.
The restart component records the runtime data structures
of the current Spool process in shared memory. Spool catches
the termination signals including SIGTERM and SIGINT to
ensure the completion of all INFLIGHT I/O requests before
actual exit. Spool reuses the data structures at the restart,
thus signiﬁcantly reducing the downtime spent on initializing
the Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) and resetting the
device controller.
Spool diagnoses the device failure type online through selfmonitoring, analysis, and reporting technology (S.M.A.R.T.)
data [35]. For media errors, the failure recovery component
isolates the failed device so that the administrator can replace
the failed device through hot-plug. All the other NVMe devices are unaffected by the failed device. For data link errors,
the recovery component resets the device’s controller directly,
thus minimizing data loss due to unnecessary disk replacement.
We implement Spool based on the SPDK userspace NVMe
driver. Spool combines the advantages of Virtio and VFIO
(Figure 3). Furthermore, instead of implementing the actual
Virtio datapath, we ofﬂoad the datapath from QEMU to Spool
adopting the vhost-user protocol. Adopting this protocol, the
guest OS directly interacts with Spool without QEMU’s intervention. In addition, by adopting the SPDK userspace polled
driver speciﬁcation [38], Spool eliminates the overhead of system calls and data copies between kernel space and userspace
stacks on the host and achieves high I/O performance.

used_idx

Figure 7: Design of Virtio block virtualization protocol.

4.1

Problem Statements

Figure 7 shows the design of the Virtio block driver that
handles I/O requests in the guest OS. The I/O requests are
processed in a producer-consumer model, where the guests
are producers and the storage virtualization system is the
consumer.
Speciﬁcally, the Virtio driver of each guest OS maintains
an available ring and a used ring to manage its I/O requests.
x When an I/O request is submitted, the descriptor chain of
the request is placed into the descriptor table. The descriptor
chain includes the metadata, buffer, and status of the request.
The metadata indicates the request type, request priority, and
the offset of read or write. The guest driver places the index
of the head of the descriptor chain into the next ring entry of
the available ring, and the available index of the available ring
(“avail_idx” in Figure 7) is increased. Then, the driver notiﬁes the storage virtualization system that there is a pending
I/O request. y Meanwhile, the storage virtualization system
running in the host obtains the several head indexes of the
pending I/O requests in the available ring, increases the last
index of the available ring (“last_idx” in Figure 7), and
submits the I/O requests to NVMe device hardware driver. z
Once a request is completed, the storage virtualization system places the head index of the completed request in the
used ring and notiﬁes the guest. Here, it is worth noting that
the available ring and used ring are allocated by the guest,
and the avail_idx is maintained by the guest, while both
the last_idx and used_idx are maintained by the storage
virtualization system.
The storage virtualization system may adopt either interrupt
or polling to obtain I/O requests from the guest OS. Polling
is able to fully utilize the advantages of NVMe devices to
reap signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts [27, 37, 38], and Spool
uses a dedicated I/O thread to poll I/O requests from the guest
and data from the NVMe device instead of interrupts. This
mechanism is implemented based on the SPDK userspace
NVMe driver.
In general, the storage virtualization system runs well with
the above procedure. However, if the storage virtualization
system restarts for an upgrade or the NVMe device controller
is reset, data loss may occur.
In the case of Figure 7, the storage virtualization system
obtains two I/O requests, IO1 and IO2. Then, the last_idx
is incremented from IO1 to IO3 in the available ring. If the
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storage virtualization system restarts at this moment, the last
available index will be lost, which means that it does not
know where to proceed with I/O requests after the restart.
Even if the last available index persists, there is no way to
know whether the obtained IO1 and IO2 have been completed.
If we simply continue to process the next request based on
the last available index, the previously obtained incomplete
request will be lost.
When we reset the controller of an NVMe device, all the
admin and I/O queue pairs are cleared. Suppose that IO1 and
IO2 have been submitted but they are still in the device I/O
queue and have not been processed. Due to the lack of an
I/O request state, the submitted I/O request in the cleared I/O
queue pairs will never be checked as completion from the
NVMe device.
In summary, a journal is needed to maintain I/O consistency.

4.2

Design of the Journal

We propose a cross-process journal of data that persists in
shared memory to solve the problem of data loss caused by
the storage virtualization system restart or device controller
reset. Spool persists the following data in the journal.
• Last available index (last_idx) of the available ring.
The index references to the starting descriptor index of
the latest request that the Virtio backend reads from the
available ring.
• The head index of each request in the available ring.
The index refers to the head of a descriptor chain in the
descriptor table.
With the last_idx in the journal, Spool knows which requests have been processed after restarting for the upgrade and
is able to continue processing the remaining to-be-processed
requests. If a request’s starting descriptor index is referenced
between last_idx and avail_idx of the available ring, it is
a to-be-processed request.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of cross-process journal
Require: head1: The head index of request in the available ring;
Require: head2: The head index of completed request from the driver;
Require: req[]: A ring queue to mark each I/O reqeust in the journal;
Require: aux: A temporary union variable to record multiple variables;
1: poll head1 from the available ring;
2: aux.state = START;
3: aux.last_idx = journal->last_idx+1;
4: aux.last_req_head = head1;
5: *(volatile uint64_t *)&journal->val = *(volatile uint64_t *)&aux.val;
6: req[head1] = INFLIGHT;
7: journal->state = FINISHED;
8: submit I/O request to driver;
9: poll head2 completion;
10: journal->usd_idx++;
11: req[head2] = DONE;
12: put head2 to the used ring, may goto 10 or 13;
13: update used_index of the used vring with usd_idx of journal;
14: req[head2] = NONE;
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At the same time, when processing an I/O request in Spool,
the request is given one of three states: INFLIGHT, DONE,
or NONE. The cross-process journal uses Algorithm 1 to
manage the I/O requests. To be more speciﬁc, when Spool
gets a request from the frontend, it persists the head index
of this request and marks the request as INFLIGHT, updates
last_idx, and submits the request to the hardware driver.
Once the I/O request completes, Spool updates the persisted
used_idx in the journal and marks the request as DONE. After that, Spool returns the result of this request to the frontend,
updates the used index of the frontend, and marks the request
as NONE.
Adopting this method, if Spool restarts, the new Spool
process can ﬁnd out which request was not completed before
the restart. In this way, the new Spool process resubmits the
requests in the INFLIGHT state.

4.3

Merging Journal Update Instructions

An intuitive idea is to use shared memory as a journal to
save this information with low latency overhead. However, it
is challenging to ensure the consistency of the journal itself
because Spool must update the journal multiple times during
the processing of an I/O request.
Speciﬁcally, the process of each I/O request in Spool involves updating the last available index and marking the state
of the request as INFLIGHT. During the processing, if Spool
restarts or the controller is reset between the ﬁrst two instructions, this request is lost.
If we can guarantee that instruction 3 (increase last_idx)
and instruction 6 (change the request’s status) in Algorithm 1
are executed in an atomic manner, the request loss problem
can be resolved. However, only reading or writing a quadword
aligned on a 64-bit boundary is guaranteed to be carried out
atomically [7] in the memory, and the two instructions are
not atomic when operating on the cross-process journal that
resides in the memory.
To resolve the above problem, we design a multipleinstruction transaction model to guarantee atomic execution
of the two instructions. As shown in Figure 8, each transaction
consists of three phases. In T0, the init phase, we make a copy
of the variable to be modiﬁed, such as last_idx, and in T1,
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union atomic_aux {
struct {
uint8_t
pad0;
uint8_t
state;
uint16_t
last_avail_idx;
uint16_t
last_req_head;
uint16_t
pad1;
};
uint64_t
val;
};

First start

pad0
state

last_req_head
pad1

the transaction will be in the START state. After all the instructions complete, the transaction will be in the FINISHED
state in T2. Because the state is guaranteed to be carried out
atomically, once the last available index updates, the related
request is recorded as INFLIGHT in the journal. If any failure
occurs in one transaction, we rollback the transaction to erase
all data modiﬁcations with the copy.
As shown in Figure 9, we also design an auxiliary data
structure carefully to eliminate the overhead of making a copy
in T0 using a union type. The state, last available index, and
head index of the related request are padding to 64 bits and
a union memory block with a 64-bit value. We could update
these three records within one instruction in Algorithm 1
step 5. This is a valuable trick to efﬁciently maintain journal
consistency.

Recovering I/O Requests from Journal

Spool uses Algorithm 2 to recover the unprocessed I/O requests before the restart. With multiple journal transactions
and an auxiliary structure, the new Spool process before the
restart only needs to check the state and decide whether to
redo the transactions or not.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for recovering I/O requests
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

if (state == START) {
req[last_get_req_head] = INFLIGHT;
state = FINISHED;
}
jstate = (last_used_idx == used_idx) ? NONE : INFLIGHT
change all requests with done status to jstate;
last_used_idx = used_idx;
submit all requests marked as INFLIGHT;

The recovery algorithm works based on the value of the
used index of vring and the last used index in the journal. If
they are equal, Spool may crash after step 13 in Algorithm 1,
but we do not know whether step 14 completes. Therefore,
Spool tries to execute step 14 again and changes the states
of the DONE requests to NONE. Otherwise, the request’s
process may be broken between steps 10 and 12. In this
case, we do not know whether the request in the state DONE
has been submitted to the frontend. To avoid losing any I/O
request, we roll back the status of all the DONE requests to
INFLIGHT. Because the frontend always has correct data,
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Figure 9: Aux data structure that enables the update of multiple indexes using a single instruction.
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Figure 10: Boosting the restart of Spool by reusing the stable
conﬁgurations.
we synchronize the last used index in the journal with the
frontend used index. In the last step, Spool resubmits all the
requests that are in the INFLIGHT state.
Now, in Spool, the size of a single journal is only 368 bytes
because it only records the metadata and the indexes of the
requests in the available ring. Note that the above algorithm
does not take precautions against the journal wrapping around;
this is not possible because the journal is the same size as
the available ring, so the guest driver will prevent such a
condition.

5

Optimizing Spool Restart

As shown in Figure 5, when restarting a storage virtualization system, it initializes the EAL (Environment Abstraction
Layer) in the DPDK driver and probes the NVMe devices in
the SPDK driver on the host node. The relatively long restart
time (ranging from 450 ms to 2,500 ms) hurts the availability as the whole storage system is out of service before the
restart completes. In this section, we describe the method of
optimizing the restart procedure in Spool.

5.1

Reusing Stable Conﬁgurations

During EAL initialization, the DPDK driver reserves all the
memory in an IOVA-contiguous manner and sets up the huge
pages for memory usage, such as I/O request buffers that
are shared by the host userspace datapath and the physical
device to perform DMA transactions. To be more speciﬁc,
DPDK maps all the available huge pages to the process address space of DPDK, reads “/proc/self/pagemap” from
the host OS to ﬁnd the corresponding physical addresses of
the huge pages, and sorts and merges the physical addresses
into large contiguous chunks. After that, DPDK uses the physically continuous huge page chunks as memory segments.
This design choice enables better hardware data prefetching
and results in higher communication speed. Our experiment
shows that the whole time spent on obtaining the physical
memory layout information of huge pages is approximately
800 milliseconds, accounting for 70.9% of the total down
time for a Samsung PM963 NVMe device. In our cloud, all
the SSDs are restarted by more than 800,000 times in total
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in a single year. More restarts are required to periodically
update the SPDK driver or apply new security patches. The
long EAL initialization results in a long restart time and poor
tenant experience.
Based on the above ﬁndings, we optimize the initialization
steps of Spool. Speciﬁcally, the new Spool process after restart
reuses the memory layout information from the current Spool
process. Figure 10 shows the way we enable memory layout
reuse. As shown in the ﬁgure, after the ﬁrst startup of Spool,
we store the related information (e.g., the huge pages in use
and the virtual addresses of the huge pages) in the memorymapped ﬁles that reside in the memory. If Spool restarts, it
directly obtains the required information from the memorymapped ﬁles in the memory with short latency and operates normally. Speciﬁcally, the “rte_config” ﬁle stores the
global runtime conﬁgurations, and the “ret_hugepageinfo”
ﬁle stores the memory layout information related to the huge
page chunks used by Spool.
The above design does not guarantee that the new Spool
after the restart will still use the largest continuous physical
memory. This is because other processes may release huge
pages and form larger continuous physical memory chunks.
This design choice eliminates the long scan time of huge
pages and does not degrade the performance of Spool.

5.2

Skipping Controller Reset

When probing the NVMe devices during the restart of the
SPDK driver, more than 90% of the time is spent resetting
the controller of NVMe devices. On an Intel P3600 SSD,
the NVMe probe stage takes more than 1500 milliseconds
(Figure 5). During the reset of the controller, SPDK frees the
current admin queue, the I/O queue1 in the controller, and
creates them again for the controller after the reset.
Compared with SPDK, Spool skips the controller reset
step during restart and reuses the data structures of the controller. This design is valid because the restart of Spool is
not caused by media errors or data link errors. In this case,
the data structures of the NVMe device controllers are not
broken. To achieve reuse, Spool saves the NVMe device
controller-related information in the memory-mapped ﬁle
“nvme_ctrlr”, as shown in Figure 10). After Spool restarts,
it reuses the data of the device controller.
The challenging part here is that the context of the I/O
request has disappeared with the exit of Spool. Therefore, we
need to ensure the admin queue and I/O queue are completely
clean.
In general, various signals are used to terminate one running process for an OS, such as SIGTERM, SIGINT, and
SIGKILL. The default action for all of these signals is to
cause the process to terminate. To gracefully terminate, we
1 There are two types of commands in NVMe: Admin Commands are sent
to Admin Submission and Completion Queue. I/O Commands are sent to I/O
Submission and Completion Queues [9].
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Figure 11: Handling hardware failures in different ways.
catch the termination signals including SIGTERM and SIGINT to ensure the completion of all INFLIGHT I/O requests
before actually terminating. In that case, we could skip the
reset operation after restart. Regarding the SIGKILL signal,
which could not be handled in process or abnormal exit, we
reset the controller after restart as usual.

6

Hardware Fault Diagnosis and Processing

Traditionally, any NVMe device hardware failure causes the
whole machine to be ofﬂine and repaired, and all VMs on the
failing node need to be proactively migrated to a healthy node.
With emerging virtualized storage systems like SPDK, to ﬁx
an NVMe device failure on a node, the administrator directly
replaces the failed device through hot-plug. On one hand, this
causes data loss for users, and on the other hand, it increases
operating costs.
To minimize data loss and reduce operating costs, we have
implemented a fault diagnosis to identify the type of hardware
fault and effectively avoid unnecessary hardware replacement.

6.1

Handling Hardware Failures

In large-scale cloud-based productions, hardware failures are
frequent and may cause SIGBUS error and I/O hang, as shown
in Figure 11.
Spool adopts the SPDK userspace NVMe driver to access
a local NVMe PCIe SSD. Base address register (BAR) space
for the NVMe SSD will be mapped into the user process
through VFIO, which allows the driver to perform MMIO
directly. The BAR space will be accessed by Spool while
guest VMs send I/Os to the devices. However, the BAR space
may become invalid while the device fails or is hot-removed.
At this time, it will trigger SIGBUS error and cause the host
process to crash if guest VMs still send I/O requests to the
failed device of the host.
To improve reliability, a SIGBUS handler is registered into
Spool. Once guest VMs send I/O requests to failed devices
and access illegal BAR space, the handler will capture the
SIGBUS error and remap the invalid BAR space to a dummy
virtual address so that the SIGBUS error will not be triggered
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Table 1: Experimental conﬁguration
CPU & Memory
NVMe devices
OS info
CPU & Memory
OS info

Host conﬁguration
2x E5-2682v4 @2.5GHz; 128GB DDR4 Memory
2 Samsung PM963 3.84TB SSDs
CentOS 7 (kernel verison 3.10.327)
Guest OS conﬁguration
4 vCPU; 8 GB
CentOS 7 (kernel verison 3.10.327)

again. Then, it sets the NVMe controller state to failure and
fails all the internal requests in NVMe qpairs of the failed
device.

6.2

Failure Model

The S.M.A.R.T. diagnosis collects and analyzes S.M.A.R.T.
data to identify the failure type. S.M.A.R.T. data is disklevel sensor data provided by the ﬁrmware of the disk driver,
including smart-log, expanded smart-log, and error-log, which
can be used to analyze internal SSD errors.
Once a hardware media error is veriﬁed, Spool proactively
fails the submitted I/O requests and returns I/O errors. After
that, all the subsequent I/O requests to the failed device will return errors to guest VMs directly. Meanwhile, the S.M.A.R.T.
diagnosis will send a report to DevOps. The hot-plug feature
in the driver layer of SPDK is utilized in Spool; hence, the
failed device can be replaced directly.
For the other hardware errors, such as a data link layer
failure, diagnosis informs Spool to reset the controller. During the reset process, the I/O requests from the guest VMs
hang. After the device is ﬁxed, the INFLIGHT requests in the
journal are resubmitted automatically.

7

Evaluation of Spool

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Spool in resolving hardware failure and supporting live upgrades. We
ﬁrst describe the experimental setup. Then, we evaluate the
reliability of Spool in ﬁxing an NVMe device’s hardware
failure without affecting other devices and correctly tolerating system upgrades at random times. After that, we show
the effectiveness of Spool in reducing the system restart time,
followed by a discussion on the impact of Spool on the I/O performance and the extra overhead caused by the cross-process
journal. Lastly, we discuss the effectiveness of Spool on an
in-production large-scale public cloud.

7.1

Experimental Setup

We evaluated Spool on a server equipped with two Intel Xeon
E5-2682 processors operating at 2.5 GHz with 128 GB memory. For the NVMe devices, we adopted a mainstream SSD
device: Samsung PM963 NVMe SSD. Table 1 summarizes
the hardware and software speciﬁcations of the experimental
platform.
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For extensive evaluation, we use the Flexible I/O tester
(FIO) [6] as our performance and reliability evaluation benchmark. FIO is a typical I/O tool meant to be used both for
benchmark and stress/hardware veriﬁcation and is widely
used in research and industry. When evaluating the I/O performance, we use different parameters, as shown in Table 2,
to demonstrate metrics, including IOPS and average latency
recommended by Intel [5] and Alibaba [4]. To emulate the
real-system cloud scenario, we split each NVMe SSD into
three partitions (each partition was 100 GB) and allocated
each partition to an individual VM.
We used libaio (Linux-native asynchronous I/O facility) [21] as the FIO load generation engine. Table 2 lists
the generated FIO test cases. To obtain accurate performance,
we tested raw SSDs without any ﬁle system.
Table 2: FIO test cases
Tested metrics
Bandwidth

IOPS

Average
Latency

7.2

Test cases
Read
Write
Randread
Mixread
Mixwrite
Randwrite
Randread
Randwrite
Read
Write

FIO Conﬁguration (bs, rw, iodepth, numjobs)
(128K, read, 128, 1)
(128K, write, 128, 1)
(4K, randread, 32, 4)
(4K, randread 70%, 32, 4)
(4K, randwrite 30%, 32, 4)
(4K, randwrite, 32, 4 )
(4K, randread, 1, 1 )
(4K, randwrite, 1, 1 )
(4K, read, 1, 1 )
(4K, write, 1, 1 )

Reliability of Handling Hardware Failure

When an NVMe device suffers from hardware failure, Spool
isolates the failed device and performs device replacement
or controller reset accordingly. When handling such failure,
Spool should not affect the I/O operations on other devices of
the same node, and the VMs that are using the failed device
should receive I/O errors instead of exiting abnormally.
We designed an experiment to evaluate Spool in the above
scenario. In the experiment, we launched two VMs on a hardware node equipped with two NVMe devices and conﬁgured
the two VMs to uses different NVMe devices in Spool. The
two VMs randomly read data from NVMe devices in the
beginning, and we manually removed an NVMe device and
observed the behavior of the two VMs.
Figure 12 presents the I/O performance of the two VMs
when the NVMe device (“SSD2”) was hot-removed at time
80 s. The hot remove was performed by writing a non-zero
value to “/sys/bus/pci/devices/.../remove”. Observed
from this ﬁgure, the I/O performance of VM1 that uses the
NVMe device SSD1 is not affected when SSD2 is removed.
Meanwhile, VM2 does not exit abnormally after SSD2 is
removed. Once a new SSD device replaces the failed SSD2
or the controller of SSD2 is reset correctly at time 95 s, VM2
is able to directly use SSD2 without any user interference.
Spool can successfully handle the above hardware failure
because it catches the hardware hot-plug event and diagnoses
the device failure type ﬁrst. Hardware failures are handled
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Figure 14: Restart times of Spool and SPDK.

Figure 12: Handling hardware failure with Spool.

7.4

Figure 13: Data consistency at live upgrade with Spool.
in two ways: media errors are solved by hot-plugging a new
SSD, and then the storage service automatically recovers,
where the related logical devices are automatically mapped to
new devices, while data link failure is handled by controller
reset instead of replacing a SSD. On the contrary, if the traditional SPDK is used to manage SSDs, the hardware failure
can only be solved by hot-plugging new devices, resulting in
unnecessary data loss, and the storage service of SPDK needs
to be reset manually for recovery.

Observed from Figure 13, the downtime due to the restart is
short with Spool. In more detail, Figure 14 shows the restart
time breakdown of Spool and SPDK.
As can be observed from this ﬁgure, Spool signiﬁcantly
reduces the total restart time from 1,218 ms to 115 ms on a
Samsung PM963 SSD. This signiﬁcant restart time reduction
originates from the reduction of EAL initialization time and
the NVMe probe time.
SPDK suffers from a long EAL initialization time and a
long NVMe probe time because it initializes the EAL and resets the controller of the device during probing at each startup.
By reusing the previous memory layout information, Spool
minimizes the EAL initialization time. And, by skipping resetting the device controller, Spool reduces the NVMe probe
time.

7.5
7.3

Reliability of Handling Random Upgrades

To validate the reliability of Spool in handling upgrades without resulting in data loss, we designed an experiment that
restarts purposely stops and starts and randomly kills and
restarts Spool. In the experiment, we relied on the data veriﬁcation function in FIO to check the data consistency. By
enabling the data veriﬁcation function, FIO veriﬁes the ﬁle
contents after writing 10 blocks contiguously with crc32 and
reports whether any data corruption occurred or not. If FIO
runs completely without errors, data consistency is veriﬁed.
Figure 13 shows the read and write performance to the SSD
when we restart on purpose, stop and start, and randomly
kill and restart Spool at time 10 s, 20 s, and 35 s. As can
be observed from the ﬁgure, the I/O operations to the SSD
complete correctly with Spool, even if Spool is directly killed
and restarted for an upgrade.
Spool can guarantee data consistency during upgrades due
to the cross-process journal. The journal persists the current
states of all the NVMe devices. Whenever Spool is restarted,
it is able to recover the states before the restart and continue to
complete the unprocessed I/O requests. On the contrary, with
SPDK, there is no mechanism to guarantee data consistency
for INFLIGHT I/Os.
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Reducing Restart Time

I/O Performance of Spool

It is crucial to ensure high I/O performance (i.e., high IOPS
and low latency) when guaranteeing reliability. In this subsection, we report the I/O performance of NVMe devices with
Spool in two cases: an NVMe device is only allocated to a
single VM, and an NVMe device is shared by multiple VMs.
7.5.1

Case 1: Single VM Performance

Figure 15 presents the data access latency and IOPS to an
SSD when it is virtualized with Virtio, SPDK, and Spool.
In the ﬁgure, “native” shows the performance of the SSD
measured on the host node directly; “SPDK vhost-blk” and
“SPDK vhost-scsi” show the performance of the SSD if SPDK
is used as the I/O virtualization system and the SSD is treated
as a block device or a SCSI device, respectively.
As can be observed from Figure 15, all the I/O virtualization systems result in longer data access latency compared
with the native access due to extra layers in the virtualization
system. Meanwhile, Spool achieves similar data access latency to SPDK. From the IOPS aspect, the IOPS of Randread
with Spool is 2.54x higher than Virtio and even slightly better
than the native bare metal. As mentioned in Section4, Spool
uses polling instead of interrupt to monitor the I/O requests.
Polling saves the expense of invoking the kernel interrupt
handler and eliminates context switching. These results are
consistent with prior work [27].
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(a) Average latency

(a) Average latency

(b) IOPS

Figure 15: Average data access latency and IOPS of an NVMe
SSD when it is used by a single VM.

Figure 17: Overhead of the cross-process journal.
SPDK use different logical volume management mechanisms.
Speciﬁcally, Spool uses the buddy system to manage logical
volumes, while SPDK uses Blobstore.

7.6
(a) Average latency

(b) IOPS

Figure 16: Average data access latency and IOPS of an NVMe
SSD when it is shared by multiple VMs.
Compared with SPDK vhost-blk, the performance of our
implementation is almost the same. Because the SPDK vhostblk software stack is thinner than SPDK vhost-scsi, the IOPS
with SPDK vhost-scsi is lower than that with Spool.
7.5.2

Case 2: Scaling to Multiple VMs

In this experiment, we partition an SSD into three logic disks
and assign each logic disk to an individual VM. This experiment tests the effectiveness of Spool in handling multiple
VMs on an NVMe device.
Figure 16 shows the IOPS and data access latency when
three VMs share an NVMe device, and each result is the
sum of those of all VMs. For the latency test, we ran each
benchmark 10 times and report the average latency for each
benchmark. As can be observed from this ﬁgure, Spool does
not degrade the I/O performance of all the benchmarks compared with SPDK vhost-blk and SPDK vhost-scsi. Speciﬁcally, Spool improves the IOPS of Randread by 13% compared with SPDK vhost-blk, which reduces the average data
access latency of Randread by 54% to 55% compared with
SPDK vhost-blk and SPDK vhost-scsi, respectively.
Besides, we can see that the SSD device achieves similar
IOPS when the SSD is used by a single VM and three VMs,
and we can see the average data access by comparing Figure 15(b) and Figure 16(b). The data access latency of the
benchmarks when the SSD is shared by three VMs is three
times that of case 1. This is reasonable because the backend
I/O load pressure increases linearly with the number of VMs,
so the total latency of the three VMs increases. While the I/O
load pressure of one VM has reached the throughput limit
of the Samsung PM963 speciﬁcation [10], the total IOPS
of three VMs remains unchanged. The I/O performance of
Spool is slightly better than that of SPDK because Spool and
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(b) IOPS

Overhead of the Cross-Process Journal

To measure the overhead of the cross-process journal, we
implement a Spool variation, Spool-NoJ that disables the
cross-process journal. Figure 17 shows the data access latency
and the IOPS of the SSD with Spool and Spool-NoJ.
As shown in Figure 17, Spool-NoJ and Spool result in
similar data access latency and IOPS. Compared with SpoolNoJ, Spool increases the average data access latency no more
than 3%. Meanwhile, Spool reduces the IOPS by less than
0.76% compared with Spool-NoJ. The extra overhead caused
by the cross-process journal in terms of average latency and
IOPS throughput is negligible.

7.7

Deployment on an In-production Cloud

We currently deploy Spool in 210 clusters with approximately 20,000 physical machines equipped with approximately 200,000 NVMe SSDs.
On the cloud supported by Spool, we built a Platform-as-aService cloud(ALI I2 series) that provides low latency, high
random IOPS, and high throughput I/O support. The maximum IOPS of single disk is 50% higher than that of competitive products and the maximum IOPS of a largest speciﬁcation
instance is 51% higher than that of the competitive products,
as shown in Figure 18. The in-production cloud hosts Cassandra, MongoDB, Cloudera, and Redis. They are ideal for
Big Data, SQL, NoSQL databases, data warehousing, and
large transactional databases. Recently, the instance resources
of local SSD disks have helped OceanBase break the world
record for TPC-C benchmark performance test maintained by
Oracle for 9 years and becoming an important milestone in
the evolution history of global databases.
A holistic ﬁne-grain monitoring system is crucial for clouds.
While the monitoring system is able to diagnose media errors
and other SSD failures, Spool handles the failures in different
ways. Our statistics show that the current hardware failure
rate is approximately 1.2% over a whole year. Throughout
one year, approximately 2,400 out of 200,000 SSDs suffer
from media errors. The media error is due to either media
damage or life depletion. From the system upgrade aspect,
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(a) A single disk

(b) A single instance

Figure 18: Maximum read IOPS compared with AWS and
Azure.

Figure 19: Restart time of Spool during a live upgrade.
we release a new version of Spool every six months. In total,
we upgrade Spool on more than 40,000 physical machines
every year. The purpose of the new version is to deal with two
issues: 1) releasing new features and 2) ﬁxing online stability
during the operation and maintenance phase. Most of the new
features are related to performance, such as adding support
for multiple queues, optimizing memory DMA operation, and
optimizing memory pools.
Figure 19 shows the restart time of some selected machines
in a live upgrade in production. The x-axis is the ID of the
physical node. Due to historical reasons, Spool in the production environment is based on the earlier version of the
DPDK driver, and the initialization memory requires 1,172
ms, accounting for 70% of the initialization of EAL (1,792
ms in total), which is almost optimized. However, the rest
of the initialization of the EAL is still 550 ms, and the total
upgrade time for 95% of the machines is within 654 ms. We
are working on updating the DPDK driver for Spool.

8

Related Work

There has been a lot of work concentrating on NVMe virtualization and optimizing storage I/O stacks for modern fast
storage devices(e.g., NVMe SSDs).
Kim et al. [22] analyzed the overheads of random I/O over
storage devices in detail and mainly focused on optimizing
the I/O path by eliminating the overhead of user-level threads,
bypassing the 4KB aligned I/O routine and enhancing the
interrupt delivery delay in QEMU. In QEMU/KVM forum
2017, Zheng et al. [43] implemented a userspace NVMe driver
in QEMU through VFIO to accelerate the virtio-blk in a guest
OS at the cost of device sharing. Peng et al. [27] discussed
the importance of polling for NVMe virtualization and took
advantage of polling to achieve extreme I/O performance
while each polling thread brings 100% usage of 3 cores.
Virtio [12] is a de facto standard for para-virtualized driver
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speciﬁcations including virtio-blk and virtio-scsi, which deﬁnes the common mechanisms for virtual device discovery
and layouts. However, each I/O request passes through the
I/O stack twice for guest and host, causing great loss of I/O
performance. Then, a vhost acceleration method is proposed
to accelerate virtio-scsi or virtio-blk provided by the storage
performance development kit (SPDK) [38], such as kernel
vhost-scsi, userspace vhost-scsi, and vhost-blk.
While local SSDs provide higher data access bandwidth
and lower latency, storage disaggregation (e.g., ReFlex [24],
NVMe-over-Fabrics [20], [23]) enables ﬂexible scaling and
high utilization of Flash capacity and IOPS at the cost of
interconnecting latencies over a network. The bandwidth of
NIC is the bottleneck to saturate the bandwidth of multiple disks. Two NVMe SSDs may saturate the bandwidth of
emerging NIC (100GbE). Meanwhile, the upgrade of cloud
services with minimal downtime has also been widely studied.
Neamtiu et al. [26] highlighted challenges and opportunities
for upgrades to the cloud. Clark et al. [19] proposed a live
migration mechanism to temporarily move VMs to a backup
server, upgrade the system, and then moves the VMs back.
Zhang et al. [41] proposed Orthus to live upgrade the VMM
without interrupting customer VMs and signiﬁcantly reduce
the total migration time and downtime. However, Orthus only
focuses on KVM and QEMU and ignores the backend services.

9

Conclusion

This paper presented Spool, a holistic virtualized storage system that is capable of handling hardware failure and the
NVMe virtualization system upgrades reliably. Spool signiﬁcantly reduces the restart time by 91% on a Samsung
PM963 SSD by reusing the data structures at the restart for
system upgrades. Compared with emerging virtualized storage systems such as SPDK, Spool supports live upgrades
and guarantees data consistency with a shared memory-based
journal at any time. Moreover, Spool diagnoses device failure type instead of hot-plugging directly and eliminates most
unnecessary NVMe device replacement.
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